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Inspired by Paris, this lighthearted and deceptively sensible contemporary memoir serves as a
guidebook for women in relation to adulthood, sophistication, and style. Jennifer Scott’
Additional time spent with “) hair and make-up lessons, plus tips on how to create a capsule
wardrobe with simply ten useful core parts. When Jennifer Scott found its way to Paris as an
exchange student from California, she had little idea she'd become an avid fan of French
fashion, lifestyle, and sophistication. Used to an informal life back home, in Paris she was hosted
by a woman she calls “Madame Chic,” mistress of a grand house in the Sixteenth
Arrondissement. Embracing the classically French aesthetic of quality over quantity, aspiring
Parisiennes will find out the art of eating (deprive yourself not;Madame Bohemienne,”s self-
published success is currently a beautifully packaged and fully illustrated gift book, ideal for
any woman looking to lead a far more fulfilling, passionate, and artful lifestyle. Three-course
meals made by the well-dressed Madame Chic (her neat clothes included in an apron, of
program) lure Jennifer from her typical habit of frequent snacks, junk food, sweatpants, and
Television. From entertaining to decor, you will gain insights on how best to cultivate old-
fashioned sophistication even though living an active, modern life. While Francophiles will enjoy
this memoir of a young woman’s adventure abroad, others who may not know much about
France will thrill to the surprisingly do-able (yet chic!Paris may be the Town of Light, but for
many additionally it is the town of Transformation. Each chapter of Lessons from Madame Chic
reveals the useful secrets Jennifer learned while under Madame Chic’s tutelage—tips you can
master irrespective of where you live or how big is your spending budget. Madame Chic
mentors Jennifer in the artwork of living, with elegance and an impeccably French less-is-more
philosophy. snacking is not chic), fashion (buy the best you are able), grooming (le no-makeup
look), among other guidelines. a charming single mother who passionately embraces Parisian
joie de vivre, introduces readers to another element of behind-closed-doors Parisian existence.
Lessons from Madame Chic is the important handbook for a woman that really wants to look
great, live well, and revel in that Parisian je ne sais quoi in her personal arrondissement.
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Lighthearted book and fun browse! I'm a enthusiast of Mrs. Scott's vlog and when i discovered
her book I was anxious to read it. I wasn't disappointed! It's a fun little book with lovely, honest
stories of her travels to France, what she observed and learned and how she applied what she
discovered to her everyday lifestyle at home in the U. Very inspiring I am now likely to try the
10 item wardrobe. I believe the book is most effective to young women simply figuring adult
lifestyle out." There is quite little that's new with regard to European sensibilities, especially for
anyone that's read a lot about French living or traveled there. But I provided it four stars
anyway, due to the fact I just enjoyed the stories that Jennifer shared. What others believed
pretentious, I thought had been honest reflections on the things she experienced and that
produced the publication interesting. I did take a few new ideas from the book. The rest were
points I knew of and either experienced applied to my life already or dismissed as not for me.
To be elegant, stylish with simple things that people can all do. This book is an excellent read
for just about any age - from teens to young adults to anyone older, middle aged on up. I
can't wait to read your house reserve! i'm planing to get her other books. Lovely read Beautiful
reminder of the joy the simple things in life bring all of us, went through it quickly and I am
reading even more of the writer soon. Important thing: the writer suggests living a far more
cultured, formal life-style. I'll admit that the bad reviewers were right about the editing and the
"lessons. For all those of us half-way through living our lives in the us, some of these tips will be
hard to incorporate into our current lifestyles because of large cultural distinctions : although I
would love for my whole family to have supper together every single night at the same exact
time, it isn't feasible. There are actions, working long hours, etc. . A few of the "fashionable
secrets" did not appeal to me at all. Nothing to do with "being in style" or "following fashion"
Much more depth than that! I enjoy relaxing in my own living room! A few of the secrets are a
little bit silly: creating an aura of mystery about oneself? You don't have to live in France
Simple but powerful stuff that can be done wherever you live not just France. This may invite
unwanted attention. Again, for the youthful. and, I'm planning a trip to a skill museum for the first
time in over 15 years. There is no age limitations on looking after oneself! Overall, it's a cute
publication that left me feeling uplifted. One of my favorite self-care, style, respect yourself,
present yourself well books! Full of great suggestions. 5 Celebrities! She is a gem! Creating
family members routines and rituals that infuse the house with warmth, joy, predictability, culture,
and purpose. As a adult the author traveled to France to live for a short while, and the lessons
she learned there about style, food, home styling, self treatment and beauty routines
transformed her existence forever. Becoming more arts and food conscious. The tips and
recommendations are simple, useful, logical, and easy to adapt for just about anyone
anywhere. Very Enoyable I've been in a rut for awhile. Thanks a lot, Jennifer. There is normally
nothing that feels quite like being young and free of charge!This book is also - although not
presented as such - actually a time and money saver, specifically the advice on what to wear
and beauty routines. Even the tips about what hair cut works best for every person make a
whole lot of sense and are ultimately a period saver. Excellent Beautifully written. Occasionally I
pick this publication up and re-go through different sections, particularly if I need a style/care
boost or a reminder why I will toss out those exhausted sweat pants once and for all (ha ha). I
highly recommend this reserve! She makes a spot of the by presenting both families she resided
with while in France and how despite the fact that the families were different (where they
resided, their individual design) the principals of their lifestyle is the same. I picked up several
ideas of small things I could change. I'm hearing classical music again; Being even more stylish,
presentable, polite, and mysterious. The reserve experienced me reminiscing about more



carefree times when I acquired few responsibilities and did a whole lot of journeying around
the globe. Thank you!!! Buying formal furnishings for my living space so that I would not be
tempted to lounge on my sofa is something I would never want to do. MORE DEPTH THAN
YOU'D EXPECT Love all the Madame Chic books, and Jennifer's blog. Very refreshing. Loved
this joyful read So many things Jennifer said in her book inspired me. Having polished interior
decor and furnishings that encourage conversation and activity instead of television watching
and laziness. The most wonderful thing about this book is usually how simplistic it is!
Appreciating the tiny pleasures of life more. Living with passion. I recently had dinner with a pal
and we talked books instead of gossip; This is among my absolute favorite self-care, style,
lifestyle, get-your-act-together-and-respect-yourself, how to present yourself well to yourself
and others without making a big effort out of it or acting just like a snob books. I had taken
many notes. Fantastic browse!This is the sort of book that readers could keep handy and refer
to often. This reserve details every part of the stylish Parisian lifestyle. It is inspiring & I didn't
want it to end. love :) i enjoyed scanning this book. Cute Book Had Me Reminiscing I enjoyed
the personal stories - these were innocent, lovely and funny. Hmmm. I most loved Jennifer's
validation of a few of the issues (that get me odd appears and feedback) regarding just how
I choose to live - in a little, modest home, eating on real china every day (even with little ones),
having a little restraint in designing and furnishings, keeping an excellent wardrobe, rolling out
the crimson carpet to also the most informal of guests and living within (or actually what may
be considered by some individuals below) our means. We have all heard the trendy secrets
before, but this book reminds us in a very pleasant and positive way there are indeed
additional cultures that live a less-is-more, simpler way of life.S. The author is very educated
and shares her insights well. I would recommend this book to all females at any age group. It’s
never too late to become Madame Chic within your own world.
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